In this paper, we are interested in Bade's reflexivity theorem indicated in [2] in barrelled locally convex Hausdorff spaces. The Bade theorem says that a continuous linear operator T on a Banach space X belongs to the strongly closed algebra generated by a a-complete Boolean algebra B of projections if and only if T leaves invariant each B-invariant subspace of X. As a consequence, it is shown that each unital closed subalgebra of the span closure of an equicontinuous Boolean algebra of projections in the barrelled spaces is reflective. It extends Proposition 5.8 in [2] .
) to weak * operator topology continuous unital algebra homomorphism, [4] , [5] . It is well known that C{K) is \<7\{C{K)", C(K)')-deme in C{K)", [1, Theorem 11 .16], and C(K)" is isomorphic to C(S) with S hyperstonian, [1, Theorem 15.7] . We shall present the following claims for later purposes from [4] , [5] .
The following statements are true:
to a{X',X) continuous. We denote by P the idempotents in C(K) and by B\ the idempotents in
where closure is taken with respect to the weak * operator topology, by corollary 1, [5] . We say that an equicontinuous Boolean algebras B of projections in the locally convex space X is strongly equicontinuous if {E n } converges to zero in L(X) whenever {E n } C B is a disjoint sequence. We note that rn*(B\) is strongly equicontinuous in L(X'), [5] . Let A be a collection of continuous linear operators on X. We denote by AlgLatA the algebra of all operators on X which leave left invariant all A-invariant closed subspaces of X. From [5, Corollary 1] we have the following result. Let X be a barrelled space and let m :
where closure is taken in weak * operator topology in L(X').
We can state and prove the following reflexivity theorem for span(S) = M. (
ii)=Ki): If T G L(X), T € AlgLat(B) then T' € L{X') and T' e AlgLatm* (P). For this, suppose Y is a a(X',X)
closed subspace in X' and m*(e)(Y) C Y for all e 6 P. Then Y° C m*<- 1 We will show now that closed unital subalgebras of (m*(Bi)) are reflexive.
\e)Y° and Y° is a(X,X') closed subspace in X. Since m(e)Y° C Y°, it follows that
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TY° C Y°. Taking polars both sides T'Y C Y, [Y°° = Y, Bipolar Theorem]. So T' e L(X') and T' € AlgLatm*(P). Since PCB^ C(K)" so AlgLatm*(P) C AlgLatm*(Bi). It implies T" e AlgLatm* (Bi
THEOREM 4. Let X be a barrelled locally convex C(K)-module, B\ be idempotents in C(K)" and let (rn*{B\)) be the weak * closed subalgebra of L(X') generated by m*(B\). Each unital weak * closed subalgebra of (m*(Bi)) is a reflexive subalgebra of L(X').
Proof. Let N be a weak* closed unital subalgebra of (m*{Bi) ) and suppose that T G L(X') leaves invariant all weak * closed TV-invariant subspaces of X'. The dual reflexivity theorem [5, Corollary 1] 
implies that T G (m*{B\)).
In order to prove that N is reflexive, it is sufficient to show that whenever Proof. Let A be a unital weakly closed subalgebra of {m(B)).
We claim that 
